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1: Can't Afford to Lose
Re: If you want a M but cant afford the real M price tag The real poseur thing is the "M" grille badge. I see there's a
"Report" link on the right side of the main page - opposite the tabs.

Tweet America, despite all of her current woes, still remains the greatest country in the world. One of our
ultimate freedoms is the right to openly express ourselves without fear of retribution. Journalists, reporters and
news broadcasters are all guaranteed protection under the Constitution. With it comes an expectation of great
responsibility and respect for the rights of others and a strong moral code of behavior. Within our own
families we often blurt out whatever we want without regard to how the other party may feel upon hearing it.
We can be rude, hurtful, mean-spirited, and hateful. My rights do not supersede the rights of others. So before
speaking, consider the following questions: Does it emanate from a place of love for all parties? Is it based on
truth rather than speculation, lies, jealousies or my own insecurities? Does it care for the well-being of all
those concerned? Does it take into consideration the feelings and needs of the other? Is it absolutely the best
choice I can make at this time? Will it achieve long-lasting and far-reaching benefits for all those concerned?
Let us vow to always make choices that are life-affirming and beneficial to all of humanity. Her name has
appeared in print more than million times, including The Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post, Alaska
Business Monthly and more than 50 other publications. She specializes in healing anger and conflict and
creating inner peace and writes a weekly blog and bi-monthly newsletter. Written with honesty, clarity,
sincerity, and humor, this book serves as a wonderful guide for anyone seeking a more enriching and fulfilling
life. Bernie Siegel says, "All books of wisdom are meant to be read more than once. The Great Truth is one
such book.
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2: Nation That Says It Can't Afford Medicare for All Has Spent $ Trillion on War Since 9/11
The subsidies come from four main categories. About $ billion is federal spending on programs like Medicaid and the
Children's Health Insurance Program, which help insure low-income people.

Notify of BAP Just remember to vote out all incumbents. They are there to vote themselves big raises and
lifetime benefits , which you and I pay for! Vote out ALL in November! Thank God for beer. Term limits are
essential as is the elimination of all financial contributions to candidates and campaigns. Office holders should
be held to no more than two four year terms at all levels of government and campaigns funded from a public
fund with all viable candidates receiving the same amount of funds. This would not only show us just who is
best skilled at money management but also give us a much better,wider and diverse selection of people in our
government. Most importantly though this would allow us to have a government made up of and much more
responsive to the needs of the American people,a citizen government. We must not allow EPA to write
regulations without strict oversight of Congress. Shutting down the Power Grid to the Proles? The would be
leader is self appointed. Even an idiot can have his name placed on the ballot. We are doing the same today,
except that we are using a surrogate thief. Witzler Texas has the right to require either to see your drivers
license and or a DOT license. The reason why Texas was denied this LAW is because the Judge takes his
marching orders from the President and he will do as he is told to do or else. In Louisiana you can not vote in
less you show your drivers license or DOT card. A Fourth Branch if you will. One that takes the power to
police the elite in government from the Executive branch and places that power in an independent Fourth
Branch. I have written a book that details the idea. It is available in e-book format as well as PDFand is
available online too. Please down load the free part and share the idea with your friends. Well-educated,
well-prepared, ambitious individuals are circumventing onerous city, state, county and federal regulations,
rules and so-called guidelines to materialize and realize their dreams of owning and operating a business.
Something very difficult for the aforementioned government agencies to detect and much less control. Thus,
the aforementioned unaccountable,bureaucratic regulatory actions, Paule so aptly described, blows back to
government with lost tax revenues, and causal, never-ending domino effect of governments at the
aforementioned levels increasing taxation on individuals and established businesses. Then there is competition
amongst states and countries: Otherwise we will just continue to spit into the wind. Learn what the problem is
and try and get your Congressman and Senator to do something about it. Their goal is have two classes. There
will be the political insiders and the political outsiders. Those on the inside of the beltway will reap the good
life while those living outside the beltway will toil and beg for just enough to keep themsselves going. It is
always that way with socialists because an educated reasonably well funded middle class results in a steady
stream of accurate criticism and resistance to the unworkable socialist policies. A good example is the current
attack on the 2nd Amendment of the Constitution. These include added fees and taxes as well as lengthy and
expensive background checks. My vote along with five of my conservative friends was cancelled out
suppressed by one woman in Cincinnati who voted for Obama six times in The only reason she was caught
was because she bragged about it to my friend Tom McKee who works for channel 9 news. Look what just
happened in Texas. Free enterprise is a proven success. No more bail outs! If a company fails on its own so be
it. A company can succeed if the government would keep its nose out of it. We the people will decide if we
want to purchase that companies products or not. True, we need some regulations to keep the companies
honest but give me a break, where does it all end? Congress should not be judged by how many laws they
proposed. They should be judged by how many useless laws they repealed. There are too many laws and
regulations on the books now. This will have a direct and indirect effect on anything that burns carbon sourced
fuels all current ignition fuel sources. It will affect fuel costs, electricity, construction, manufacturing,
transportation, etc. Most impacts will be indirect, or unseen by the public except through higher prices
necessary to pay for increased costs companies bear. They have an obligation to their stockholders to be p
rofitable, of course, so you and I will pick up the tab. He has made such comments throughout his political
career and his policies have reflected his philosophy. He has an agenda, and it is not a good agenda for the
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America most of us know and love. Regulations are part of his damaging agenda as are open borders,
opposition to economical energy, weakening of national defense, and destruction of our respect and influence
throughout the world. He is aided and abetted by morons like Harry Reid and much of the Democratic Party
that has taken a hard turn left in recent years.
3: If you want a M but cant afford the real M price tag
Re: If you want a M but cant afford the real M price tag I have to confess that my BN1 has the louvered bonnet, and a M
grill badge. It is also Reno Red, which was a BN2 colour, not BN1.

4: The Price Tag To Help Make Health Insurance Afford - AARP Online Community
Janet Pfeiffer, international inspirational speaker and award-winning author has appeared on CNN, Lifetime, ABC News,
The Club, NBC News, Fox News, The Harvest Show, Celebration, TruTV and many others.

5: If you want a M but cant afford the real M price tag - Page 2
Likes, 5 Comments - Kristin (@kiingtayyy) on Instagram: "im glad friends don't come with price tags, cause I can't afford
the ones I have ðŸ’€ (guys look at.

6: Bengals canâ€™t afford to franchise tag Tyler Eifert
Get the Gucci look, but without the price tag August 30, - BST Laura Sutcliffe The Gucci Sylvie bag is one of the brand's
most popular styles - instantly recognisable with its.

7: Want A Mason Pearson Brush But Canâ€™t Afford The Price Tag? Hereâ€™s An Alternative | StyleCas
Just Got Accepted To Berklee But Can't Afford the Price Tag (www.enganchecubano.come) submitted 2 years ago by
mrgypsie So I just received my acceptance letter to Berklee yesterday.

8: You probably canâ€™t afford what it costs to hang out with Obama in Philly - On top of Philly news
An architect and consulting firm has informed officials from the City of Niles that they'll need more than $1 million to fix
the safety services building. Phillips Sekanick Architects Inc. of.

9: Free Speech: We Can't Afford the High Price Tag
If they cost too much, kids will die. Poor families can't afford the $ price tag. By Chirlane McCray. August 25, I am
allergic to tree nuts. For me, a tiny amount â€” say, half a cashew.
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